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Guide to E-magazine
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For details on suppliers & products

CENS.com
Access to CENS.com for 
more information, industry 
news & reports.

Simply use hyperlink icons:

Click Inquire Now to safely, 
quickly connect to online inquiry 
form for the advertiser/supplier.

Click Webpage to connect to 
the introduction  of the advertiser/
supplier.

Some suppliers may have stopped advertising on CENS.com, 
but information in this E-magazine remains accurate as of its publish date.
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Find quickly  product 
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interest.
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How to edit display settings How to save a new copy of this 
E-magazine

How to text search How to use zoom options and 
move around an enlarged page

Guide to PDF Reader

Select “View >> Page Display” to edit the way 
you like to read E-magazine.

Press “Ctrl + F” and enter keyword(s).
If no match is found, broaden the category of 
keyword(s). This search function works on exact 
match of keyword(s).

Press “Shift + Ctrl + S” or select the 
“Save” option, and confirm your 
selection by choosing “Save a copy”.

Click either                    icon to zoom in or out 
a page.

“Hand Tool” enables moving around an 
enlarged page for reading convenience.

* The above guidelines are based on Adobe Reader. When using other PDF reading software, check “Help” function to 
edit page display settings. If reading this PDF E-magazine via Chrome, Firefox or IE, enable Adobe Plug-in to improve 
viewing experience.
Please feel free to comment regarding using this E-magazine by emailing: buyerservice@cens.com
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MOU Signed Between Taiwan 
and Poland to Work on Medical 
and Pharma Products

Taiwan's Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

(MOFA) recently announced that a 

memorandum of understanding (MOU) 

enabling cooperation in the field of 

pharmaceuticals and medical products 

has been signed on January 14, 2016 with 

the Warsaw Trade Office in Taipei (Polish 

representative office in Taiwan). 

According to the MOU, Taiwan's Food 

and Drug Administration (TFDA) under 

the Ministry of Health and Welfare, and 

the Office of Registration of Medicinal 

Products, Medical Devices and Biocidal 

Products, or URPLWMiPB of Poland, will 

engage in a comprehensive exchange 

of information related to monitoring the 

safety and effectiveness of medicinal as 

well as medical or healthcare products, 

clinical research, inspection and legal 

By Quincy Liang

Taiwan is home to many suppliers of quality and 
innovative medical products. (photo from Internet)
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regulations requisite to the registration 

process, etc. URPLWMiPB is tasked 

to protect the health and safety of 

Polish citizens in the areas of medicinal 

products, medical devices and biocidal 

products.

The MOFA says that the MOU is expected 

to further strengthen the cooperation 

between the two countries in the medical 

and pharmaceutical industries, assure the 

safety and quality of medical supplies, 

and facilitate mutual contributions to 

global health and welfare. In addition, the 

Ministry added, the new MOU will further 

promote trade and economic exchanges 

and interactions between Taiwan and 

Poland. 

T h e  M O FA  a l s o  p o i n t e d  o u t  t h e 

existence of an MOU regarding cultural 

and educational exchanges between 

youths in Taiwan and Poland. In terms 

of educational cooperation between the 

two countries, the MOFA said that 41 

Taiwanese colleges and universities and 

38 such educational institutes in Poland 

have signed a total of 87 cooperative 

agreements. 

To date, there have been three sister-city 

pacts signed between the two countries, 

including Taipei City, capital of Taiwan, 

and Warsaw (capital of Poland); Tinan 

City (southern Taiwan) and Elblag; and 

Taoyuan City (northern Taiwan) with 

Radon. These sister-city ties, the MOFA 

said, are expected to further promote 

mutually-beneficial interactions between 

Taiwan and Poland. 
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Electronic parts processing

ELEM TECHNOLOGY
CO., LTD.

Founded in 1988 in central Taiwan’s Changhua City, Elem is a CNC machining factory handling optical,
healthcare instrument, auto, motorcycle, sniperscope, lens, and microscope parts. Equipped with precision
machining centers, CNC lathes, milling machines, grinding machines, and various testing instruments, we also
process, manufacture, and assemble precision electronic, optical, mechanical, and hardware c ...

Tel:886-4-732-4859, 737-3069
Fax:886-4-737-3611
E-mail: elem.tw@msa.hinet.net
Website: www.cens.com/elem

OEM ODM for Electronic parts Electronic boxes (OEM) Electronic parts & accessories
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YUAN ZHAO TECHNOLOGY
LIGHTING LTD.
YUAN ZHAO TECHNOLOGY
LIGHTING LTD.
CCFL Lights, Yuan Zhao

Yuan Zhao Technology Lighting Ltd. founded in 2014, our main products are CCFL. CCFL
is the oldest halo lighting technology. It produces a smooth glow that a lot of customers
really like. What does that mean? It means that you can't see a bunch of individual lights
on the ring (like you can with LED). Each ring is made from a small fluorescent tube. You
know those light tubes in the ceiling of your office? It's like that, but really small and top-
quality (built to last through 60,000 hours of continuous use). All the products are
copyright which we were making in different country through the agent with high quality
and competitive price. 1. No Glare 2. No Blue Li ...

YUAN ZHAO TECHNOLOGY LIGHTING LTD.
No.387, Wenxin 1st Rd., Nantun Dist., Taichung City 408, Taiwan

Tel:886-4-2259-0149

Fax:886-4-2258-4378

E-mail: 518wuyibao@gmail.com

Website: www.518wuyibao.com/

CCFL Plywood Light - Yuan Zhao

CCFL bulb - Yuan Zhao

CCFL Desk Lamp – Yuan Zhao
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3D Printer Filament

DAY TAY PLASTIC
INDUSTRY LTD.

Day Tay Plastic Industry Ltd. specializes in plastic extrusion. Backed by 40 years’ experience, we are a
leading manufacturer working steadily to provide quality products to meet customers’ demands, offering mainly
3D Printer Filament,garden hoses, special clip bars, bag trim tubes, garment tubes, fishery tubes, special
furnishing tubes, sleeve and sheath for utensils, also ODM, OEM, plastic sourcing, ...

Tel:886-4-2699-8879
Fax:886-4-2699-8874
E-mail: dtc8879g@hotmail.com
Website: www.daytay.com.tw

Three-hole Pipe Asymmetrical Extruded Pipe/Strip Underground/embedded Irrigation
Pipe
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User instructions for foldable wire containers

SANE JEN
INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

Sane Jen Industrial Co., Ltd., was founded in 1984. It was specialized in developing and manufacturing folding
wire containers, trolley, folding storage shelves, stacking frames, metal pallet, wire display shelves, wire
decking, wire basket, wire netting… etc. for Logistics, Warehouse Storage and Supermarkets. The products
made of iron wire, steel tubes, steel plate and stainless steel are also available. ...

Tel:886-5-213-4789
Fax:886-5-213-4699
E-mail: sj-storage@umail.hinet.net
Website: www.sj-storage.com.tw
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